This step by step guide is a follow up to the EVAN Flourish on line workshop where the techniques
have been demonstrated and practiced.
Here’s the completed image as reference point for you to work from which is covered in this guide.

At the end of this document is an alternative composition with a different sky, darker colours more
pine trees and some outlining. It uses the same techniques.

Penrith Beacon in Pastels Step by Step - Margaret Shaw
To complete this picture you’ll need
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An A4 piece of pastel paper and a spare piece of practice paper to try out colours and techniques.
Student Quality Pastels: For the lighter work red, orange, light and dark brown, light and dark
yellow ochre. Light and dark reddy brown and black. For the darker work For the darker piece
replace the reddy browns with 2 shades of grey and a peach for the sky.If you haven’t these exact
colours just use the nearest you’ve got. Or if you’re feeling adventurous – use different colours –
yellows and purples would work well for this.
A black and a white pastel or charcoal pencils.
Blending sticks or cotton buds for the finer details.
Cotton buds for wiping off mistakes.
Smooth Board – simply for support ( a piece of heavy cardboard will be fine )
Kitchen Foil under the board to collect the dust – you don’t blow the pastel unless you want to end
up covered – just tap the board and the foil will collect the dust.
Putty rubber.
If you want to keep your work - Sealant Spray or you can use cheap hairspray.
Masking tape or clip to hold the paper.
Ruler to draw straight lines.
Something to prop your board on.
A rag or kitchen roll to wipe your hands between colours and clean the pastels.
Wet wipes or a damp rag for when you get really messy then dry your hands as pastel and water
don’t go well.
An apron or old clothes – please don’t pastel in your Sunday best.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Stick or clip the paper to the board – you
don’t want it sliding about.

Here's the starting point.
A4 paper splits into a grid of 3 horizontal
columns measuring 70mm and 5 vertical
columns measuring 59mm.
Do these gridlines very lightly with a
pastel or charcoal white pencil – they will
guide you with the drawing. You will be
removing the grid once the outline is in
place
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Onto that grid put the outline drawing. When
doing a structure, a ruler is a good idea.
You can see that I’ve put the tower on the
gridlines and some measurements to keep it
all in proportion.
Base is
45mm high 30mm wide 10mm deep
Tower comes up from the centre 25mm to the
point which is on the top gridline.
Once the tower is in place draw:
• The edge of the hill.
• The tree tops each side of the tower
and at the right of the hill line
• The 5 sticks are the places for the
conifers.
• The edges of the path leading up to the
tower

Remove the grid lines using the putty rubber.
Don’t rub too hard as to damage the paper.
Any remaining lines will disappear as you start
to work
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Working in pastel you normally work top to
bottom to prevent smudging the work. So
you’ll start with the sky.
Using the pastel on its side:
• Put a band of red across the top of
the sky
• Overlap that with a band of orange
in the middle – work round the
building
• Overlap that with a band of yellow
ochre that reaches the land
Be generous with the pastel in the red and
orange area, but a little less generous in
the yellow ochre as the
shrubs and the conifers go into there.

To make those stripes a blend
Starting at the top rub side to side to push
the pastel into the paper.
Up to the tower and try not to go into the
tower.
Where the colours overlap diagonal
strokes or round strokes will help create a
smooth transition between the colours.
Wipe your fingers between bands as you
don’t want to pull the red into the yellow.
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Remove the excess pastel

Tap the top of the board to knock any
excess pastel off the paper
If you have gone into the tower use a
fluffly cotton bud or a putty rubber to lift
off the pastel.

Fill in the tower

Take 2 shades of brown and put the
lightest shade on the side right side of
the tower and the darker shade on the
front of the tower using the pastel on the
tip to fill in and a sharp edge to outline.
Carefully rub the pastel in
If you have pastel pencils you could use
these as they will give you a sharp
edge..
If you’re using pastels, blending sticks
will help keep the sharp lines at the edges.
A firm cotton bud used to push the pastel into the paper will help keep the edges clean
If using fingers be careful – use side of little finger.
If you smudge outside the tower edges gently lift the pastel off with a fluffed up cotton bud or a piece
of putty rubber. Then go over the smudge with the sky colour and blend in pulling the pastel away
from the tower.
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Tower Opening and Stone

Mark in the openings with black pastel
and push the pastel into the paper. Use a
blending stick or firm cotton bud
Or use a black pastel or charcoal pencil.
Pull in the browns to the edge of the
openings.
Put a fine line round the tower top and
middle either using the edge of the pastel
or a pencil.
To finish off little dashes of red and black onto the building to give the illusion of stones and to darken
it. Try not to let the black go into the sky and if you do use a fluffed up cotton bud or putty rubber to
lift. Be aware the black is harsh and difficult to get off.

Onto the tree tops –

You’ll have lost those in the pastel work
on the sky so lets go back to the outline
drawing to see where they are
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Use your light reddy brown to mark them
back in.
Light swirly lines to fill in making sure that
you leave little gaps where the light shows
through. This is where the textured paper
really helps with the pastel missing the
indents.
Keep the tops uneven
Then to create some depth in the centre of
the trees darker reddy brown in the middle
to the bottom.
Finally a few dots and dashes of brown at
the bottom.
No rubbing or blending required – just press into the paper
Have a practice on a spare piece of paper if needed

Clouds and position the conifers

For the clouds:
With a light ochre or white pastel on the
side some lines and wiggles.
Clouds tend to be larger in the middle and
taper towards the end.
Bigger clouds at the top of the sky and
smaller at the bottom.
Use your finger to make circles at the top
of the clouds– then flatten the bottom of the
clouds with a single stroke.
Have a practice on a spare piece of paper.
Mark in the lines for the pine trees (you should be able to see where you positioned them on the
ground at the drawing stage). Dark brown pastel used on edge and make sure that the heights vary
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Pine trees

Using the dark brown pastel starting at
the top of the tree, tap the pastel to
make small lines side to side and widen
the edge of the tree as you come down
it.
As with the bushes you need to have
light showing through.
If needed have a practice on a spare
piece of paper before committing to this
piece.

Path area

The path is mid ochre, reddy browns and
the light brown.
As you look up the path you want to give
an impression of distance so small
random strokes near the tower coming
wider as you come into the foreground.
Don’t worry about smudging under the
trees as underneath trees tend to be
darker and if we don’t do that now we’ll
do it later.
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Then use 1 or 2 fingers side to side
to blend in

At each side of the Path:
Use the dark browns and dark red
brown to create the ground. You
need to give an impression of this
land sloping away so you’re going
to do the pastel strokes lengthways
in a slightly angular direction and
then blend in with fingers.
Don’t do the strokes too angular or
you’ll give the impression of a cliff.
And then add some highlights with
the ochre and the orange for
interest. Blend those in.
Using a blending stick / firm cotton bud for some textured mark making will add interest
Gently push the edges together from the light into the dark area. Your blending stick firm cotton bud
may also help with this.
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The Darks
The darkest darks of the picture have been
left until near the end as they can’t easily
be undone.
Go along the edge of the hill with a line of
dark brown as fine as you can get it
leaving gaps where the pine trees are.
You may not feel that your picture needs
this and if that is the case then don’t do it.
Smudge some brown around the base of
the tower so it merges into the earth.
Some of the definition of the bottom of
pine trees may have been lost so put that back. Then if you want to darken the pine trees with small
amounts of black – mainly in the centre. Add small tree stumps and a small dark area under the
trees – again dark brown or black – your choice
When you’re happy sign it

Seal it Mount and Frame
With pastel you need to protect it.
Spray with sealant or hairspray to seal
it ( but be aware that spray can
darken the picture or leave blotches).
Some artists do not use sealant and
immediately mount / frame the work to
protect it
You’ll also find putting a mount and
frame around the work makes an
amazing difference to the look of the
piece.
On the next page is an alternative
composition and colours.
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Alternative composition.

This one has more lines scattered in the sky and
therefore eliminates the need for clouds. You still
blend the colours together with long strokes.
The browns on the beacon are replaced with 2
shades of grey.
The tower has the light windows completed before
the walls.
The path and the tower are outlined – tower with a
black pastel / charcoal pencil and the path with
pastel.
The pine trees are put in last as they are black.
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